
Name ___________________________________________________________________________Per ______ 

DNA and RNA Comparison Wkst 

Attribute      DNA      RNA 

 

1. Is it a nucleic acid?  __________________________ __________________________ 

 

2. What is the structure (s)?  1. ________________________ 1. ________________________  

     2. ________________________ 2. ________________________ 

     3. ________________________ 3. ________________________ 

 

3. What is its sugar?   __________________________ __________________________ 

 

4. Name its Nitrogenous bases:  1. ________________________ 1. ________________________ 

 

      2. ________________________ 2. ________________________ 

      3.________________________ 3. ________________________ 

      4. ________________________ 4. ________________________ 

 

5. Where is it found in the cell? __________________________ __________________________  

 

6. Fill in the chart below with the nitrogenous base sequence that would be on: 1) the complimentary strand of 

DNA, 2) the mRNA that would form using the DNA column as a template, 3) the tRNA anticodons that 

would match up with this mRNA, and 4) the amino acid that each tRNA would bring. Find the amino acids 

coded for by using the codon table in your text book on page 367. NOTE: Like most tables of amino 

acids, this chart shows the CODON message with its corresponding amino acid.  

 

         Complimentary Strand of DNA  DNA   mRNA tRNA     Amino Acid 

        T 

        A         

        C 

        G 

        G 

  A 

        A 

        C 

        G     

                   A 

  A 

  T 
 

7. Which of the above columns has the codons? 

 

 

8. Which of the above columns shows the anticodons? 



9. On to which type of RNA molecule does the amino acid attach? 

 

 

10. Which type of RNA brings the genetic information from the nucleus to the ribosomes?  

 

 

11. What RNA is part of the structure of ribosomes?  

 

 

12. What are the differences between the DNA molecule and the mRNA? List at least three.  

I.   

II.   

III.  

 

13. How is transcription different than translation? Briefly describe the steps in each process. 

 

Transcription -  

 

 

 

 

 

Translation -  

 

 

 

 

 

14.  Protein synthesis can be compared to a production in a factory: 

Information in the product blueprints (__________) is carried to the work site (___________________) by messengers 

that a take copies of the blueprints (__________).  Carts (__________) deliver the appropriate building materials 

(_______________     ______________) needed by the workers to produce the final product (_____________). 

15. How many different amino acids are there? 

 

 

16. What are the advantages of codons being three nitrogen bases long? 

 

 

17. Would a system with two bases per codon work to code for amino acids? 

 

 

18. How many codons code for the amino acid valine? 

 

 

19. Write down the different codons for valine. 

 

 

20. What is a benefit to having more than one codon designated for an amino acid?  


